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LCD skin cleaner operation instruction 
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Part Name: 

 

 

 

 

Working principal: 

Supersonic skin scrubber is  the  most popular  withbeauticians among 

multiple instruments.After long time`s trialing,ensure its outstanding effect on 

facial care. It shifts electric vibration with 28000 times per second to 

mechanical vibration with thousands uponthousands of times per 

second.Penetration effect of ultrasonic gives skin massaging as well as 

cleansing. Meanwhile,deep cells get excited.It  could  effectively  remove  

spots , wrinkles ,pimples, horniness layer and residues in pores so that  your  

skin looks white,purified and soften. It can  be  used  at  any  age , for 

women and men.It is effectives for all stages of life and all types of skin and 

provides an effective solution  with  instantly visible results. Matures and dull 

skin benefits from the antiaging effect due to the exfoliation,witich reduces 

wrinkles and fine lines and stimulates cell regeneration.Dry and sensitive skin 

is revitalized as aged skin cells are removed with the result that  products 

used after treatment(face masks, creams, etc.)Work better.The skin is 

unblocked  and  elasticity  is  restored. Greasy and problem skin 
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Becomes clean  and clear. Pores are  closed , the  skin  texture  

is refined and imperfections are reduced. It has revolutionized 

beauty at home with its natural, pure  and  simple way to 

contribute to the beauty of your skin and the radisnce of  your 

face.By using it, your  face has an  immediate glow, akin to that of  

having new skin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Functions and Characters: 

1. Deep clear and clean up aged horniness. 

2. Reduce melanin to get a whiten skin. 

3. In-depth eliminates the wrinkle,strengthens the skin elasticeiy. 

4. Improve blood circulation andlymph metabolism 

5. Strengthen theskin cell reproductive property and the 

permeability. 

6. Accelerate the absorption ofnutrition. 

7. Digital control,with double function integration 

8. No effect and nagative for skin. 

9. Slick design, convenient and easy operation,small volume to 

keet. 
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Cautions: 

1, Please use this machine together with clear water,  toilet  gel  

or astringent. This may get better effect. 

2, Massage, wrinkles with the transformed waves or the continuous 

wav. 

3, Please keep the probe and mainframe clean and sterilize before 

and after using. 

4, It is not allowed to use this machine on area around eyes and 

wound place. 

5, Children,pregnant women and people with mental diseas are not 

allowed to use it. 

6, The working time can be adjusted according to the request. 

7, It`s normal if there is a sound of “zhizhizhi”while the machine 

works, as its working freqency is something like sound frequency. 

8, If the machine is broken and doesn`t work,  please  contact  

the manufacturer and agent. 
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Item No.:LW--006 

Specifications: 

1,Output frequency:7.0W 

2,Output voltage: DV--15V 

3,Dimension:25cmX20cmX7cm 

4,N.W.:0.610KGS 

5,G.W.:0.610KGS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

Product written guarantee 

We guarantee the product of our company in guarantee  

period ,plesse contact with the store when the product have 

malfunction problem.This written guarantee is  guarantees in the 

free service period.Not included the following situations: 

1,Has not recorded the shop name and the purchase date. 

2,Written guarantee losing or does not identify. 

3,Has not obeyed the operation instruction to use this product or to 

take apart for overhaul voluntarily. 

4,Because the factor of  falling causes the damage. 

5,Because the voltage unstable or does not use the factory standard 

equipment creates the damage. 

Free service guarantee time:1 year 

Purchased date: 
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